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eventually exhaust available storage at a site if it is not
discarded. Johnson and Thomas use a two-phase protocol
in which sites first report to each other which deleted items
they have seen, and then discard deleted items which
every site is known to have seen. (This information is
compressed into a single timestamp for efficiency.)
Grapevine, on the other hand, retains deleted items for
two weeks, to protect against communication delays and
to preserve the record for administrative purposes. This
arbitrary expiration period may sometimes be overly conservative (holding on to old information for longer than
Index Terms-Distributed databases, distributed snapshots, mutual
necessary) or may sometimes be overly optimistic (disconsistency, network partitions, replicated data, timestamps.
carding information that may later be needed to recover
from an error or from a prolonged network partition).
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a more systematic method for disold information in systems such as the above. Our
carding
RECOGNIZED
to
availapproach providing high
A
ability of replicated data is to allow sites to issue up- protocol takes into account both administrative needs for
dates at any time and to reconcile their database copies historical information (as does Grapevine, but without
after the fact when they learn of each others' updates. setting an arbitrary fixed expiration period) and the status
This approach was proposed by Johnson and Thomas [6] of communication among sites (as does the Johnson and
and was used successfully in Grapevine [2]. Mutual con- Thomas protocol). We assume that sites can issue updates
sistency of sites' database copies is ensured by defining a with old timestamps (older than their clock readings), reptotal order on all updates issued, typically using time- resenting real-world events that have not yet been restamps [7]. A site's database copy at any given time must potted or corrections of past errors. Discarding of old inreflect those updates that it has received so far, as if they formation requires agreement among site administrators
not to issue any further updates with timestamps older than
had been executed in timestamp order.
Eventual mutual consistency in systems such as the some "cutoff" value. To achieve this agreement and esabove requires that all sites eventually see all updates; tablish a cutoff timestamp, our protocol uses the "distribcopies of updates may therefore need to be retained for uted snapshot" algorithm of Chandy and Lamport [3] to
retransmission to failed or disconnected sites. Further- record a consistent global state of the system and avoid
more, because updates may not arrive at a site in time- anomalies. The protocol for discarding old information
stamp order, it is necessary for sites to retain information can be run in "background," and does not hold up the
(including timestamps of deleted items) that will allow issuing and processing of new updates.
The protocol we describe was developed for CCA's
late-arriving updates with old timestamps to be correctly
processed. This information grows over time, and may System for Highly Available Replicated Data (SHARD)
[8]. (A prototype of SHARD has been implemented, but
does not yet include this protocol.) The updates issued by
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depend on the contents of the database. The
conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should
latter
can
be
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to detect nonserializable transaction exnot be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, either
expressed or implied, of DARPA, RADC, or the U.S. Government.
ecution; for example, the data that a user saw when he
S. K. Sarin is with Computer Corporation of America, Cambridge, MA issued an update can be tested for changes when the up02142.
N. A. Lynch is with the M.I.T. Laboratory for Computer Science, Cam- date is later executed. This allows the application to perbridge, MA 02139.
form additional database updates and external actions that
IEEE Log Number 8611360.
may be needed to compensate for inconsistencies. This
Abstract-A replicated database architecture is described in which
updates processed at a site must be saved to allow reconcilliation of
newly arriving updates in a way that preserves mutual consistency.
The storage space occupied by the saved updates increases indefinitely,
and periodic discarding of old updates is needed to avoid running out
of storage. A protocol is described which allows sites in the system to
agree that updates older than a given timestamp are no longer needed
and can be discarded. This protocol uses a "distributed snapshot" algorithm of Chandy and Lamport and represents a practical application
of that algorithm. A protocol for permanent removal of sites is also
described, which will allow the discarding of updates to continue when
one or more sites crash and are expected not to recover.
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capability is not supported in previous systems of this
kind, which assume that an update can only replace a data
item with a specified new value, or add or delete an element of a set.
In order to maintain mutual consistency in the presence
of complex update types, a site in SHARD must retain all
updates that it has seen. When a new update is received
that conflicts with a previously executed update that has
higher timestamp, the latter must be rolled back and the
updates executed in timestamp order [9]. Because it may
need to be reexecuted, an update with timestamp T must
be retained until the site is certain that it will not subsequently receive any updates with timestamps smaller than
T; this is established using the protocol we describe. In
systems that support only the simpler update types described above, updates are never reexecuted; it is only
necessary to remember one timestamp per data item
changed or added or deleted, rather than every update.
The protocol we describe can be used in such systems as
well, to determine when these timestamps (and the' records of deleted items) can be forgotten.
Since discarding of old information requires receiving
assurances from every site, it can be held up indefinitely
by a site failure. We describe a protocol by which site
administrators can remove one or more sites that they have
declared to be "dead" for all intents and purposes; discarding of updates can then proceed at the remaining sites.
The site removal protocol requires careful synchronization to ensure that all remaining sites receive the same set
of updates from the sites being removed.
Section II of this paper presents an abstract model of
the operation of our system, which will be used in describing the algorithms. Section III describes how updates
can be determined to be obsolete and thereby discarded.
Section IV describes the site removal protocol. Section V
concludes the paper by summarizing the key features of
the protocols.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system consists of a fixed collection of sites. Each
site x carries the following state information:
The site's database copy, whose
Copy{X}:
value is some element of the set
of possible database states.
The set of updates (described beHistory {x}:
low) seen by the site so far.
Num-Issued{x}: A counter indicating how many updates this site has issued.
A database update has the following components:
1) A site-id, identifying the site that issued the update.
2) A sequence number, which is the value of the site's
Num-Issued just after the update was issued.
3) A timestamp, used to totally order this update with
respect to all other updates. Timestamps are globally
unique in that no two updates have the same timestamp,
even if issued by different sites. Updates issued by a site
do not necessarily have increasing timestamps.

4) A mapping from database states to database states,
which describes the intended effect of executing the update on the database.
This model does not specify the nature of the possible
database states; it applies equally to traditional database
applications with records of entities and attributes as to
directory systems where values of various types are stored
under arbitrary string names. The types of mappings allowed in an update, and their encoding for transmission
and execution, are also not specified because the protocols in this paper apply to any kind of update so long as
it is deterministic.
In addition to sites' local states, the state of the system
includes a Channel{x, s} for every site x and every site
s, which is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue of updates issued by s but not yet received by x. The system starts up
with every site's Copy in the same initial state Co, with
every History and every Channel empty, and every site's
Num-Issued equal to zero. The operation of the system
can be characterized as a sequence of the following kinds
of atomic events:
1) Site x spontaneously issues an update. The update is
assigned an appropriate timestamp, by any mechanism
that guarantees global uniqueness. The counter Num-Issued{x} is incremented, and the resulting value is the sequence number of the update. The update is enqueued at
the end of Channel{s, x} for every site s. This includes
Channel {x, x}; we distinguish the issuing of an update by
a site from the receipt and execution of that update by the
same site.
2) Site x receives the update at the front of Channel{x,
s} for some s: The update is removed from Channel{x,
s} and added to History {x}. Copy {x} is updated to reflect
the database state that would have resulted if all the updates in History{x} were executed in increasing timestamp order starting with the initial state CO. In order to
achieve this starting with the current value of Copy{x},
some undoing and reexecution of higher timestamped
conflicting updates (that are already in History{x}) may
be needed.
The above model is an abstraction of the SHARD prototype, that hides the details of the implementation and of
how updates are issued (in response to a user command,
or a stimulus from an external device, or a trigger condition on the database). In SHARD, site failures are
masked by preserving state information on "stable storage" so that if a site does crash it can resume processing
from the same state on recovery. A failed site is assumed
not to corrupt its state information or issue bad messages,
i.e., Byzantine failures are not handled. The logical
Channels of the model are implemented, on whatever
physical communication network is available, using an efficient reliable broadcast protocol [1], [4]. In this strategy, the implementation of each Channel is distributed
among all the sites. When an update is issued by some
site s, delivery of the update to site x does not require that
s and x ever be in direct physical communication; any site
that did receive the update (directly or indirectly) from s
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can forward it to any site that did not receive it. Because
updates are permanently recorded in sites' Histories and
are transmitted whenever communication is possible, the
logical Channels are also "'stable." That is, site failures
and network partitions are masked; their only observable
effect is a very long communication delay during which
newer updates enqueued on the affected Channels cannot
be received and processed.
III. DISCARDING OLD UPDATES
In the system model we described above, updates are
only added to a site's update history, never removed. This
section addresses the problem of discarding updates from
the history in order to reclaim storage space.

A. The Problem
If a site has received and processed an update with
timestamp T, it can discard the update when it knows that
all of the following conditions are true:
P1(T): Every site in the system has received the given
update.
P2(T): There are no updates in transit to this site with
timestamp smaller than T.
P3(T): No site in the system will issue any further
updates with timestamp smaller than T.
Condition P1 implies that the update is no longer needed
by the reliable broadcast algorithm for retransmission to
sites that have not received it. Conditions P2 and P3 together imply that no further updates with timestamp
smaller than T will be received by this site, which means
that the given update (with timestamp T) will never have
to be undone and reexecuted by the mutual consistency
algorithm. A record of the update is therefore no longer
needed.
We can extend the above to obtain the following conditions on when a site can discard all updates with timestamp up to (but not including) a given timestamp T:

Q1(T): All sites in the system have received all updates that were ever issued with timestamp
smaller than T.
Q2(T): No site in the system will issue any further
updates with timestamp smaller than T.
That the above conditions do allow all updates with timestamp smaller than T to be discarded can be seen from the
following:

QI(T) implies P1(T') and P2(T') for all T' < T
Q2(T) implies P3(T') for all T' < T
Any timestamp T satisfying QI and Q 2 will be called a
Global-Cutoff timestamp. If T is a Global-Cutoff timestamp, so is any timestamp smaller than T. This means
that, while sites should strive to determine the "maximal" Global-Cutoff timestamp possible, it is sufficient for
them to determine some such timestamp in order to discard older updates. Different sites do not have to deter-
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mine a Global-Cutoff at exactly the same time, nor do
they have to determine exactly the same value.
B. Issuing Updates with Old Timestamps
In the design of SHARD, we have chosen not to assume
that sites issue updates in increasing timestamp order. In
particular, an update that reports a real-world event is assumed to carry as its timestamp the time of occurrence of
the external event, not the time that the event is reported
to a site in the system. (Errors in reporting the external
time can be compensated for by issuing additional updates
with old timestamps.) Since such reports may be subject
to arbitrary delays outside the system (e.g., the event is
recorded on paper and data entry is performed at a later
time), there is no guarantee that any site will issue them
in increasing timestamp order. The ability to submit updates with old timestamp is also needed to correct past
errors, since the system does not allow an update, once
issued, to be retracted. The timestamp of an update is thus
selected by the agent submitting the update (be it a human
user or an automatic sensing device), not by the site to
which the update is submitted. The site may, however,
append additional bits to the selected time to ensure
uniqueness of all timestamps ever issued.
If arbitrarily old updates can arrive at any time, then
existing updates from the history can never be discarded.
In reality, the relevance of old data decreases over time,
and most applications choose not to deal with very old
updates even if they are not completely certain that no
such updates are missing. In a centralized database system, we would expect an administrator to specify a cutoff
timestamp such that he is certain (to a very high probability) that no further updates with timestamp smaller than
the cutoff will be received or will need to be issued to
correct past errors; updates older than the cutoff would
then be discarded. If in fact some information with timestamp smaller than the cutoff subsequently needs to be
entered or corrected, this will no longer be possible. In
this unlikely situation, the administrator would probably
have to intervene and decide to either ignore the old update or approximate its effect as best as possible using
updates that have timestamp greater than the cutoff.
In a distributed system such as SHARD, there may be
multiple administrators each of whom has only limited
knowledge of the external world and of what the other
sites are doing. No site administrator can on his own specify a cutoff timestamp and discard older updates because
some other site may issue an update with older timestamp.
Instead, some kind of agreement among the site administrators is needed in order to properly determine a timestamp that satisfies our condition for being a Global-Cutoff. This is done using the protocol described below.
We assume that every site has an administrator who is
responsible for monitoring the database at that site,
checking for inconsistency, investigating errors and correcting for erroneous or missing reports, and so on. The
administrator role at a site may be filled by one person or
by many, or may be partially or wholly automated; dif-
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ferent sites may exhibit different degrees of automation.
Each site's administrator periodically determines a LocalCutoff timestamp such that, as far as this administrator
can ascertain, there are no updates missing or errors to be
corrected with timestamp earlier than the Local-Cutoff.
When the administrator specifies a Local-Cutoff timestamp, he is making the following guarantees:

Site B

Site A
issue <Updatel,timestarnp=90>

receive <Update2,timestamp=97>
no further errors through timestamp 100,
issue <Local-Cutoff[A]=l00>
receive <Local-Cutoff(BJ=l0l>,
set Global-Cutoff=min(l00,l01)=100,
discard updates with timestamp < 100

issue <Update2,timestamp=97>
no further errors through timestamp 101,
issue <Local-Cutoff[B]=101>

receive <Updatel,timestamp=90>,
reset Local-Cutoff,

issue <Local-Cutoff[B]=91>,
LC1: So long as the site does not subsequently rediscover error,
issue cUpdate3,timestamp=93> to fix
ceive any update with timestamp smaller than
receive c Local-Cutoff [B=91>,
receive <Update3,timestamp=93>,
Local-Cutoff, it will not issue any update with
unable to reconcile
timestamp smaller than Local-Cutoff.
LC2: If the site does receive an update with timestamp smaller than Local-Cutoff, it may reset
Fig.
Local-Cutoff to a smaller value, subject to the
conditions described below. The guarantees Cutoff, while only the receipt of an earlier timestamped
(LCl and LC2) will now apply for the new, update can move Local-Cutoff backwards.
smaller, value of Local-Cutoff.
If every site's administrator specifies a Local-Cutoff, it
might appear that no further updates will ever be issued
When a site receives an update with timestamp smaller with timestamp smaller than the smallest of the Localthan the current value of its Local-Cutoff, it applies some Cutoffs. This does not take into account updates in transit
rule to determine the oldest possible timestamp that might that have not yet been received. If we use a naive apbe needed to correct errors introduced by the receipt of proach in which sites simply inform each other of their
this update. This timestamp is used as the site's new Lo- Local-Cutoffs and take the minimum to be the value of
cal-Cutoff. The most conservative rule a site may use is Global-Cutoff, errors may occur, such as illustrated in
to reset Local-Cutoff to the timestamp of the incoming Fig. 1. When A both issues a < Local-Cutoff[AJ = 100>
update, implying that the site's administrator, in the light and receives a < Local-Cutoff[B] = 101 >, it mistakenly
of the new information received about the past, may believes that no new updates with timestamps earlier than
change his mind about the absence of errors and need to 100 will ever be issued; A therefore discards all earlier
issue error-correcting updates as far back as the time- updates. The reason this is a mistake is that the Localstamp of the new update. At the opposite extreme, the Cutoff from B is obsolete, in that B had not yet seen
rule used by the site may leave Local-Cutoff unchanged, Update 1, with timestamp 90, when it issued < Local-Cutreflecting an unconditional commitment by the site's ad= 101 >. On receiving this update, B changes its
ministrator not to issue any updates with timestamps ear- off[Bi
mind about the absence of errors (which it is allowed to
lier than Local-Cutoff, even if such updates are subse- do) and issues Update3 with timestamp 93. Previously isquently received. Arbitrary rules between the above sued updates (such as Update2, with timestamp 97) that
extremes are permitted, so long as Local-Cutoff is not re- had timestamps between 93 and 100 will have been disset to be smaller than the timestamp of the incoming up- carded by A. Therefore, A can no longer reconcile
date and is not moved forward by the rule. The rule may Update3 and establish a database copy consistent with B's.
take into account the nature of the new update, the data- Furthermore, A may no longer be able to reacquire the
base contents, and other related updates already received. discarded updates from B: If B's administrator, after isThe rule used in resetting Local-Cutoff at a site can be suing Update3, decides again that there are no further ertailored to the application's needs. It is also possible to rors through timestamp 101, then on receiving <Localhave different sites follow different rules. For example, Cutoff[A] = 100> B will also set Global-Cutoff to 100
the system designers may tailor the protocol to be depen- and discard earlier timestamped updates.
dent on a small set of human administrators (rather than
on one at every site) by making all but a few key sites
advance Local-Cutoff along with their local clocks and C. Distributed Snapshot Solution
never set it backward; these sites will always issue updates in increasing timestamp order. How the rules should
To avoid the problem above, it is necessary to take into
be chosen for different sites is a problem for future re- account updates in transit (sent but not yet received) when
search.
computing Global-Cutoff. If a "snapshot" of the global
If a site's Local-Cutoff is reset by the receipt of an old system state could be taken at the time when A and B set
update, the site's administrator may need to issue updates their Local-Cutoffs to 100 and 101, respectively, it would
with old timestamps to correct newly introduced errors. include the undelivered Update 1 with timestamp 90. If we
Whether or not he actually issues such updates, the ad- take the smallest of the Local-Cutoffs and the timestamps
ministrator will advance Local-Cutoff to a higher value of updates in transit, the value of Global-Cutoff would be
when he is once again satisfied about the absence of er- only 90. The sites would therefore not prematurely disrors. Note that only the administrator can advance Local- card updates with timestamps smaller than 100, and A
1.
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would be prepared to deal with Update3, with timestamp
93, subsequently issued by B.
To formalize the above, we define Smallest(s) to be the
smallest of the following timestamps in global state s:
* All sites' Local-Cutoff timestamps.
* The timestamps of all updates in transit.
We can prove that no update issued in the future can have
timestamp smaller than Smallest(s) by establishing that
Smallest(s) cannot decrease. This is done by induction on
global system states. Consider the next event that occurs
in state s. This event can only be one of the following
kinds:
1) Some site receives an update. If this update has
timestamp greater than or equal to the site's Local-Cutoff,
the site's Local-Cutoff will not change and therefore
Smallest(s) will not change. If the timestamp of the update is smaller than Local-Cutoff, the site's Local-Cutoff
may be reset but will be no smaller than the timestamp of
the update. Since the definition of Smallest(s) includes
updates in transit, the timestamp of the incoming update
cannot be smaller than Smallest (s). Therefore, the site's
new Local-Cutoff cannot be smaller than Smallest(s), and
Smallest(s) remains unchanged.
2) Some site issues an update. The timestamp of this
update cannot be smaller than the site's Local-Cutoff, and
therefore cannot be smaller than Smallest(s). Since LocalCutoff does not change on issuing an update, Smallest(s)
remains unchanged.
3) Some site's administrator specifies a new LocalCutoff for the site. Since the administrator cannot make
the site's Local-Cutoff smaller, the new Local-Cutoff cannot be smaller than Smallest(s). That is, Smallest(s) can
only increase or remain unchanged; it cannot become
smaller.
Thus, the value of Smallest(s) cannot decrease, and no
future update can have a smaller timestamp (condition
Q 2). By definition, no update in transit in state s has a
timestamp smaller than Smallest(s); all updates issued that
did have smaller timestamp have already been received
by all sites (condition Q1). Therefore, Smallest(s) satisfies our conditions for being a Global-Cutoff timestamp.
(In fact, for a given state s, Smallest(s) is the highest
timestamp that is a valid Global-Cutoff.) The problem, in
a distributed system without a global clock, is that it is
not possible to take an instantaneous snapshot of all sites'
local states (Local-Cutoff timestamps in this case) and
messages in transit. However, Chandy and Lamport have
developed a distributed snapshot algorithm [3] in which
the recording of pieces of the snapshot at the various sites
is synchronized in such a way as to obtain a global state
that could have occurred at some instant of time. More
precisely, if sr is the state recorded by the snapshot, and
si and sf are the system states at the beginning and end of
the snapshot, respectively, then S, is reachable from si and
sf is reachable from sr.
Because of the reachability guarantee, and because
Smallest(s) is nondecreasing, the following must be true:

Smallest(si)

5

Smallest(r,) s Smallest(sf)
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Even though the recorded state s, may not actually have
occurred during the execution of the system, we see that
Smallest(s,) is an acceptable if not maximal Global-Cutoff. If a site computes the value of Smallest(s,) from a
completed snapshot, it can safely use this value as GlobalCutoff and discard earlier timestamped updates.
The Chandy-Lamport snapshot algorithm works as follows. An arbitrary directed graph of FIFO communication channels connects the sites (or processes) in the system. The goal of the algorithm is to have every site take
a snapshot of its local state and of the unreceived messages on its incoming communication channels, such that
the collection of local snapshots represents a meaningful
global snapshot. The algorithm uses special marker messages to synchronize the local snapshots, according to the
following rules:
1) When a site records its local state, it issues a marker
on every outgoing channel. (In our system model, this
includes the channel carrying messages from the site to
itself.)
2) For each incoming channel, a site remembers in a
buffer all messages received between its recording of the
local state and the receipt of a marker on that channel.
3) A site must record its local state no later than the
receipt of the first marker on an incoming channel. If a
marker is received and the site has not yet recorded its
local state, the marker is not processed (in effect not "received") until the state is recorded. For the channel on
which this first marker was received, the buffer of messages (between the saving of the local state and the receipt
of the marker) will be empty.
The snapshot algorithm is superimposed on the underlying distributed computation and does not affect it in any
way. The messages remembered in the channel buffers are
not held up by the snapshot; the site continues to process
them normally as they arrive.
A distributed snapshot is -initiated by any site saving its
local state and issuing markers. A snapshot may also be
initiated concurrently by more than one site. Once a site
has received a marker on every incoming channel, it has
constructed its piece of the global snapshot, namely the
local state that it saved and the messages subsequently
received on all incoming channels; these messages are the
ones that were in transit in the state recorded by the snapshot. If the sites then wish to use the snapshot to perform
some computation or test some property, e.g., determine
a Global-Cutoff timestamp, relevant information from the
snapshots can be collected in a variety of ways. Sites are
fully connected in our system, and broadcast of a message
along all outgoing channels is particularly efficient.
Therefore, we choose to have every site broadcast its piece
of the snapshot to all sites. The computation of GlobalCutoff is then replicated at all sites.
Assuming one or more site administrators initiate a
snapshot, the computation of Global-Cutoff at a site proceeds as follows. Each site uses a register Saved-LocalCutoff to record the value of Local-Cutoff at the beginning of the snapshot, when the site issues its markers.
(Saving this value is necessary because the site adminis-
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trator may advance Local-Cutoff while the snapshot is
taking place, in preparation for a future snapshot.) Once
the site's local snapshot is complete (i.e., it has received
markers from all other sites), it examines the timestamps
on the updates saved in the channel buffers and computes
the minimum of Saved-Local-Cutoff and the timestamps
of the buffered updates. The site broadcasts this value,
and then waits to receive such a value from every site.
When all of these are received, Global-Cutoff is set to the
smallest of the values reported (this is the value of Smallest(sr) for the snapshot). The site can then discard updates
with timestamp earlier than this Global-Cutoff.
The distributed snapshot algorithm can be simplified
somewhat for computing Global-Cutoff. It is not necessary to actually accumulate all updates received (before
the corresponding markers) in buffers and then examine
them only at the end of the snapshot. Instead, the relevant
information can be extracted from each update as it arrives. When an update arrives, Saved-Local-Cutoff is set
to the smaller of the timestamp of the update and the current value of Saved-Local-Cutoff. At the end of the snapshot the value of Saved-Local-Cutoff will be the smaller
of the original Local-Cutoff and the timestamp on the
lowest-timestamped update in transit; this is the same
value that is broadcast in the above computation of GlobalCutoff.
A site administrator can advance Local-Cutoff at any
time, and can start a new snapshot at any time. Typically,
the administrator will wait until the previous snapshot
completes, but this is not strictly necessary. Thus, snapshots may be "pipelined" and a site may be involved concurrently in multiple instances that are in different stages
of progress. Incoming updates must therefore be checked
against the Saved-Local-Cutoffs of all of the snapshots in
progress at the site. Messages related to different snapshots (such as markers and final values of Saved-LocalCutoff) can be sorted out by assigning sequence numbers
to successive snapshots.
D. Discussion
Our definition of "Global-Cutoff" is similar to Jefferson's "Global Virtual Time" [5], which is the minimum
of all sites' local clock timestamps and the timestamps of
all messages in transit. Like sites' Local-Cutoff timestamps, a site clock in Jefferson's model is set backward
on the arrival of a lower-timestamped update. The main
difference is the context in which the concept is being applied; Jefferson's method is used for all processing in the
system, while ours applies only to the determination of a
cutoff timestamp and not to the normal issuing and processing of updates. We have also extended the idea to
allow more flexibility in determining how far back to reset
Local-Cutoff when a lower timestamped update is re-

ceived.
The protocol we presented for computing a Global-Cutoff can also be used for distributed termination or shutdown of the entire system. If we let infinity be a special
timestamp larger than any timestamp that can be assigned

to an update, the system can shut down when a value of
Global-Cutoff equal to infinity is established. This will
happen when all sites declare themselves to be "idle" (by
setting Local-Cutoff to infinity) and there are no updates
in transit. (This point has been noted by Jefferson as well.)
A Global-Cutoff of infinity implies that all stored updates
are no longer needed and all sites' database copies are in
a mutually consistent state that reflects all updates ever
issued.
The protocol as described assumes that the set of sites
in the system is fixed. We are currently developing a protocol for SHARD that will allow new sites to be added
dynamically. The addition of a new site interacts with the
discarding of old updates (by existing sites), in that the
new site's initial database copy must already reflect any
updates that have been discarded by existing sites, and the
new site must not issue updates with timestamps smaller
than the timestamp of any update already discarded by
existing sites. The site addition protocol will be documented separately.
IV. REMOVING SITES
The protocol for discarding updates requires the active
participation of and communication among all sites in the
system. If there is a network partition or if some site is
down, Global-Cutoff cannot be advanced because one or
more sites will be unable to report their Saved-Local-Cutoffs for a given snapshot. When the partition is repaired
or the down site recovers, Global-Cutoff can be advanced
and updates with earlier timestamp discarded. However,
this may take an arbitrary amount of time during which
storage space at one or more sites may be exhausted.
Since each site in our system is permitted to issue updates without consulting other sites, there is no way to
avoid the above vulnerability to single site failures or disconnections. However, if one or more sites are known to
be permanently dead, it is desirable to allow the remaining sites to exclude the dead sites from further consideration and advance Global-Cutoff based on a smaller set of
sites. We do not specify how a site is declared to be dead;
this will typically involve external investigation by site
administrators, possibly triggered by lack of communication from the site in question. It is not necessary for a
site to actually have failed in order for it to be removed,
so long as the other site administrators decide that they
wish to stop communicating with the given site. For example, a site may be faulty and be issuing incorrect updates, in which case removal of the site will limit the
damage done to the rest of the system. (Correcting any
damage already done will require additional effort by site
administrators.)
When the administrator at site x decides that site r is
dead and begins removing r, x ceases all further communication (over network links) with r. However, if other
sites that x is still communicating with have received more
updates from r than x has, the system's reliable broadcast
algorithm will continue to deliver these updates to x.
Thus, x cannot immediately expunge r, i.e., forget all
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knowledge of r and ignore r in the protocol for discarding
updates, until these updates are delivered. The objective
of the protocol below is to ensure that a group of sites,
say R, is expunged by the remaining group of sites, say
S, only when each site in S has received exactly the same
set of updates issued by each site in R and will receive no
more updates from these sites. The removal of sites must
not be held up indefinitely if additional sites fail during
execution of the protocol. The protocol allows a site administrator to add more sites to the current set of sites
being removed, and then wait for agreement from the remaining sites to expunge the expanded set.
The state information needed by the site removal protocol consists of two two-dimensional tables indexed by
site identifier:
Is-Removing[x, r]: A Boolean flag indicating whether
or not site x is in the process of removing site
r. A site administrator cannot change his mind
about removing a given site; once Is-Removing[x, r] becomes true, it cannot become false.
Is-Removing[x, x] is always false; a site never
attempts to remove itself.
Num-Received[x, r]: The sequence number of the last
update from r received by x. Num-Received[x,
r] never decreases because updates issued by
a given site are delivered in order.
Each site maintains a copy of the above tables. Site x always has the "true" value of Is-Removing[x, r] and NumReceived[x, r]; other sites' copies learn of these values
only via messages (described below) and may lag behind
the true values. Because of this, Is-Removing[x, r] cannot
become true in site y's copy unless it first becomes true
in site x's copy; similarly, the value of Num-Receivedjx,
r] at site y is never greater than the value of Num-Received[x, r] at x. A given site x manipulates its copy of
the above tables according to the following rules:
1) The administrator at site x issues a command to begin removing site r (other than x itself): Set Num-Received[x, r] to be the sequence number of the last update
received from r, and broadcast this value to all sites. Then
set Is-Removing[x, r] to true, and broadcast this value.
2) A message is received carrying Is-Removing(y, r]
for some y and r: Enter the value in the local copy of IsRemoving. If Is-Removing[x, r] is currently false, alert
the site's administrator; he may wish to investigate the
situation and decide whether x should also begin removing r.
3) A message is received carrying Num-Received[y, r]
for some y and r: Enter the value in the local copy of
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this update can be received by x only if some other site y
that x is still in communication with (Is-Removinglx, y]
is false) has already received the update.
In order to expunge one or more sites, site x waits for
the following condition to become true:
for each site r such that Is-Removing[x, r]:
for each site y such that not Is-Removing[x, y]:
Is-Removingfy, r] is true
and Num-Received[y, r] = Num-Received[x, r]
Essentially, all sites y that this site is not removing must
have agreed to remove all sites r that this site is removing
and must have received the same number of updates from
each such r. If while waiting for the above the site's administrator decides to begin removing one or more additional sites, the site must now wait for the condition to
become true for the expanded set of sites.
The correctness of the above condition can be demonstrated as follows. Suppose that, at time Ti, site x determines that the above condition is true and expunges some
set of sites that includes site r after having received N
updates from r; that is, Num-Received[x, r] = N at site
x at time T1. We then know that the following are true,
at site x at time TI, for all sites y that x is not remfoving:
Is-Removing[x, y] is false
Is-Removing[y, r] is true
Num-Received[y, r] = N
Because the value of Num-Received[y, r] at site x cannot
be greater than its value at site y, there can be no site y
that x is not removing that has received fewer than N updates from r. Therefore, the only way the protocol can do
the wrong thing is if there is some site y that x is not
removing such that y receives more than N updates from
r. We will prove that this is impossible by contradiction.
Let y be the first site, from the sites that x is not removing, that receives the (N + 1)st update from r. Since
Is-Removing[y, r] is true at x at T1, it must have become
true at y (i.e., y began removing r) at some earlier time,
say TO. Because y broadcasts Num-Received[y, r] when
it sets Is-Removing[y, r] true, and because Num-Received[y, r] equals N at time TI at site x, Num-Received[y, r] cannot be greater than N at time TO at site y.
Therefore, y can receive the (N + I)st update from r only
after it began removing r. However, the rules governing
receipt of a new update from a site being removed state
that y can receive this update only if some site s that y is
not removing (Is-Removing[y, s] is false when y receives
this update) has already received the (N + i)st update. If
there is such an s, the following must be true at site x at
Num-Received.
time Ti (when x expunges r):
4) A new update (with sequence number one greater
1) Is-Removing[y, s] must be false. If Is-Removing[y,
than Num-Received[x, r]) is received from some site r s] were true, y must have set it true at some earlier time.
that is being removed (i.e., Is-Removing[x, r] is true): Site y must have received r's (N + i)st update from s
Increment Num-Received[x, r] and broadcast the new even earlier, at which point it must have broadcast Numvalue. Note that this new update is received over the log- Received[y, r] = N + 1. Therefore, if x knows that Isical communication channel (see Section II) from r to x. Removing[y, s] is true at time TI, it must have already
Because the network link from r and x has been severed, learned that Num-Received[y, r] equals N + 1 (or
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greater), which contradicts the condition that Num-Received[y, r] equals N at time Ti.
2) Is-Removing[x, s] must be false (i.e., x is not removing s), because if it were true then x could not expunge r without simultaneously expunging s, which is not
possible because y's agreement is needed and Is-Removing[y, s] is false.
Therefore, y could have received the (N + 1)st update
from r only if some other site s that x is not removing
received the update before y did. This is however impossible because it contradicts our assumption that y is the
first such site to receive the (N + 1)st update.
The protocol above does not allow a site administrator
to change his mind once he has initiated the removal of a
site. (A future extension of the protocol will allow a site
being removed to be "added" back into the system again.)
If the administrator at site x decides to remove r but the
administrator at y does not, then x's removal of r will not
terminate until either y decides to remove r or x decides
to remove y as well. That is, x must get all sites other than
r to also remove r, or else remove those sites that are not
removing r. How the administrators make such decisions
is not addressed by the protocol; this may involve communication and negotiation among administrators outside
the system. If it is desired to reduce the dependence of
the protocol on a human administrator at every site, some
or all sites may be programmed to automatically join in
the removal of a site when they hear of such removal from
any other site, or from any of a set of specified sites, or
from some number of sites, or from a set of sites satisfying some other arbitrary predicate.
The site removal protocol allows one group of sites S
to remove a group R from its view of the system while R
is concurrently removing S. (It is even possible for the
administrator at one site to "remove" the rest of the system and continue operation on his own.) This results in a
partition of the replicated database into two or more replicated databases. If the two groups are able to communicate at some later time, reintegration of the database
copies will not be possible if any group issued a new update with timestamp smaller than the timestamp of any
update discarded by the other group. This problem could
be avoided by requinng that only a majority group of sites
can remove the sites outside the group, but that is too
restrictive for our purposes because it does not allow the
system to continue operation if a majority of sites die.
Rather, we- rely on site administrators to perform site removal only when absolutely certain that they do not wish
to communicate further with the sites being removed. Recovering from mistakes requires mechanisms (such as
manual intervention to patch the divergent database copies) outside the scope of this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented a protocol that allows sites in a replicated
database system to discard old updates that are no longer
needed for maintaining mutual consistency. This protocol
represents a practical application of Chandy and Lam-

port's distributed snapshot algorithm, which we used to
check whether there are any updates in transit that would
cause a site to retract its declared "cutoff" timestamp.
When compared to other systems that discard old updates after an arbitrary expiration period, our protocol
provides a more systematic approach that will prevent an
old update from being prematurely discarded if it is needed
for maintaining, mutual consistency^, and may allow an unneeded update to be discarded sooner than the expiration
time. The discarding of old updates is dependent on how
long past errors and missing updates remain relevant in
the application, not just on system communication delays.
It is left to site administrators to specify the relevance of
old information via the sites' cutoff timestamps and the
rules used for resetting them. The system configuration
can be varied by having different sites implement different
rules, and by having some sites automate the advancing
of their cutoff timestamps. This provides the system designer with a fine degree of control over how dependent
the protocol is on each site's local administrator.
We also presented a site removal protocol that will permit the discarding of old updates to proceed if it has been
held up due to lack of response from a dead site. The
protocol allows for the simultaneous removal of multiple
sites, and therefore works even if additional sites fail during the removal of a site. The site removal protocol is in
fact orthogonal to the protocol for discarding old updates,
and is not constrained to timestamp-based systems. It is
applicable in any situation where one group of sites wishes
to cease communication with another group of sites but
wishes to do so with a consistent view of what messages
were issued by the other group. We hope to explore more
general formulations and applications of this protocol.
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